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Abstract
The “FMC optical TX 72ls 8hs” (IPC board) is a mezzanine board with 7 MPO optical
devices and a FPGA Mezzanine Connector (FMC) that connects to a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA
ML605 evaluation board and allows transmitting a set of 72 links aimed for low-speed
general I/O (up to 480 Mbps) and 8 links for high-speed multigigabit transmitters (up to 1600
Mbps).
This board has been designed for testing other data transmission optical devices as
TwinMux and μROS. Some software routines have been implemented to check the
performance of either TwinMux and μROS, and the IPC itself.
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“Operación de la tarjeta IPC para la validación de la electrónica de
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Resumen
La tarjeta “FMC optical TX 72ls 8hs” (IPC) es una mezzanina con 7 dispositivos
ópticos MPO y un conector FMC (FPGA Mezzanine Connector) que se conecta a la placa de
evaluación de Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA ML605 y que permite transmitir un conjunto de 72
enlaces I/O genéricos para baja velocidad (hasta 480 Mbps) y 8 enlaces para transmisores
multigigabit de alta velocidad (hasta 1600 Mbps).
Esta tarjeta ha sido diseñada para probar otros dispositivos ópticos de transmisión de
datos como la TwinMux o la μROS. Se han diseñado varias rutinas para comprobar el
funcionamiento tanto de la TwinMux y la μROS como de la propia IPC.
Palabras clave: receptor óptico, transmisor óptico, TwinMux, uROS, CMS, ML605, MPO,
GTX
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ACRONYMS
AMC: Advanced Mezzanine Card.
CMS: Compact Muon Solenoid.
CSC: Cathode Strip Chamber.
DAQ: Data Acquisition.
DT: Drift Tubes.
FCLKA: Fabric Clock A.
FMC-HPC: FPGA Mezzanine Card - High Pin Count.
FPGA: Field Programmable Gate Array.
GOL: Gigabit Optical Links.
GTX / GTH: Series 6/7 FPGA Multigigabit Transceivers.
I2C: Inter-Integrated Circuit.
IPC: Intermediate Pattern Card.
LHC: Large Hadron Collider.
MB: Muon Barrel.
MCH: MicroTCA Carrier Hub.
MGT: Multigigabit Transceiver.
MPO: Multi-fiber Push-On.
ROB: Read-Out Board.
RPC: Resistive Plate Chaber.
SFP: Small Form-factor Pluggable.
TM7: TwinMux.
TTC: Trigger Timing and Control.
TTS: Trigger Throttling System.
YB: Yoke Barrel.
µTCA: Micro Telecommunications Computing Architecture.

1.

Introduction

Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) is a general purpose detector installed in the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), the proton-proton collider built at CERN and operational since the
end of 2009.
CMS consists of a large superconductor solenoid with a radius of 3 meters and a
length of 13 m, which generates a magnetic ﬁeld of 4 T. CMS is located at one of the crossing
points of the beams. Tracks of the particles originated in the collision will be curved by the
magnetic field and registered in the different subdetectors that conform CMS like the muon
detector. These systems are built with the aim of detecting different kind of particles and
perform tracking and particle identification.
One of these muon subdetectors are the Drift Tube chambers (DT) located in the
barrel of the detector. These chambers will provide a precise measurement of the position
and momentum of muons going through them with a space resolution of 250 m per cell,
corresponding to 4.5 ns [1]. Their operation relies on the almost constant drift velocity of the
electrons generated in the gas when a charged particle passes through the volume of one of
the cells of the drift tube chambers. Accordingly the exact position of the particle track can
be inferred from the arrival time when an electric pulse is received in the anodic wire of the
drift cell.
These electric pulses are processed by the front-end electronics placed inside the
chambers, and afterwards a digitalization has to be performed to obtain a time measurement
that relates these pulses to a common trigger. This is the main task around which the readout
electronics for the DT chambers has been implemented. Large levels of multiplexing follow
this first level data acquisition, as 172 000 chamber channels have to be merged to be
processed and obtain fine  and  position of muon tracks.
Due to the high rate of collisions expected in this experiment, processing of the
information relative to one bunch crossing will be performed simultaneously with the
acquisition of new events. There is a complex dual trigger system in CMS with different
levels of triggering that performs the task of extracting the valid information from the whole
amount of received data, reducing by a factor of 104 the number of primary interactions to be
processed by the Read Out system [2].
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1.1 The muon spectrometer.
At CMS experiment, there are 3 separate muon detection systems, CSC (Cathode Strip
Chamber), RPC (Resistive Plate Chamber) and DT (Drift Tubes), installed along 5 wheels
called YB (Yoke Barrel) +2, +1, 0, -1, -2, figure 1, [3].

Figure 1: CMS experiment divided in Yoke Barrels (YB), sectors and Muon Barrels (MB).

Every YB is divided in 12 sectors. The Drift Tubes are distributed in 4 concentric
stations denominated MB1, MB2, MB3 and MB4. The CSC are installed externally in
parallel to the Yoke Barrels to cover detection at low angles. Both chambers provide an
accurate measurement of the muon trace and its moment, and also they can provide trigger
signals. Nevertheless, both have been completed with RPC, a specific trigger detector, figure
2.

Figure 2: position of different subdetectors.
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1.2 IPC board functional description.
The IPC board has been designed for testing data transmission optical devices as
TwinMux and μROS.
The TwinMux is a board designed to handle the inputs from 2 DT sectors. It merges
the 32 direct optical links coming from a sector into two 8 Gb/s links. The TwinMux can also
accept RPC data and hence can be used for receiving one DT and one RPC sector [4].
The μROS shares the same hardware design than the TwinMux, but its different
firmware will allow to process read-out data from DTs.
The FMC optical TX 72ls 8hs (IPC board) is a mezzanine board with 7 MPO optical
devices and a FPGA Mezzanine Connector (FMC) that connects to a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA
ML605 evaluation board [5] that allows transmitting a set of 72 links aimed for low-speed
general I/O (up to 480 Mbps) and 8 links for high-speed multigigabit transmitters (up to 1600
Mbps).
This board allows to test the data deserialization of TwinMux and μROS. Some
software routines have been implemented to check the performance of both TwinMux and
μROS, and the IPC itself at the CIEMAT facilities. Nevertheless, only a few modifications
may be needed to use the software somewhere else.
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2.

System description.

2.1

µTCA crate.

Both TwinMux and μROS are installed in AMC slots of µTCA crates. MicroTCA is
based on the AMC (Advanced Mezzanine Card) standard developed by the PICMG group
for ATCA cards [6]. Up to 12 AMC cards can be inserted directly into a MicroTCA
backplane. A MCH (MicroTCA Carrier Hub) provides connectivity between slots, although
direct connections between slots are also allowed.
The system can operate in redundant mode with a second MCH (AMC13) connected
to each AMC card and to the primary MCH acting as a dual-star crate (figures 3 and 4).

Figure 3: µTCA crate.

Figure 4: Typical “Dual-Star” MicroTCA Backplane. Note that each interconnection shown
represents a “star” connection from each MCH to up to 12 AMCs. The Fabric connections
are bidirectional (one pair each direction).
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2.2

MCH and AMC13 modules.

The MicroTCA Carrier Hub (MCH) combines the control and management
infrastructure and the interconnect fabric resources needed to support up to twelve
AdvancedMCs (AMCs) into a single Module.
MCH1 supports an external Ethernet Interface which allows the user to communicate
with all installed AMC modules as well as the AMC13.
AMC13 module is designed to provide TTC (Trigger Timing and Control), DAQ and
TTS (Trigger Throttling System) services to modules in a MicroTCA crate for CMS. It
occupies the redundant MCH slot in a dual-star MicroTCA crate, and requires a commercial
MCH (current NAT and Vadatech are supported) installed in the crate also.
The AMC13 (MCH2) has four small form-factor pluggable optical transceivers
(SFPs) on the front panel which provide bidirectional links to the TTC system and CMS
central data acquisition (cDAQ), both of which are external to the crate.
AMC13 has an additional feature that transforms the TTS SFP output into an
internally generated, 40 MHz (error tolerance of 50 parts per million) pseudo TTC clock
output which can be looped back via an optical fiber to the TTC Receiver SFP input and used
as the effective TTC clock for internally generated L1As. This signal simply uses the Kintex
chip's crystal oscillator to build an orbit signal with a bunch structure. This feature is useful
if there is no external clock signal available for the AMC13, or if the user wants the module
to work without any external dependencies.

2.3

TwinMux and μROS boards.

TwinMux is a single slot double-width full-height μTCA board, equipped with 6 front
panel MPO and 2 Minipods TX for high speed data transmission (up to 13Gbps), figure 5.
Based around a Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA, the TwinMux must achieve the merging of several
480Mbps trigger links to higher speed serial links and compensate delays to provide BX
alignment of the trigger data coming from the different inputs. Twelve of the 72 TwinMux
inputs can be routed to GTH inputs to be able to handle the GOL based 1.6 Gb/s links.
μROS will use the same architecture than TwinMux for merging some 240 Mbps
read-out links to higher speed serial links as the TwinMux does. Because this firmware is not
completely implemented, the IPC has been programmed to simulate ROB data transmission
in order to test μROS in the future.
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Figure 5: TwinMux / μROS Board
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2.4

AMC clock recovery mezzanine.

In order to recover the clock provided by the AMC13 board, a mezzanine must be
connected to the μTCA backplane plugged to some empty AMC slot, figure 6. Every board
connected to an AMC slot will receive the clock from AMC13 through the pins 80 and 81
(FCLKA+ and FCLKA- respectively).

CLK

PIN 1

Figure 6: AMC clock recovery mezzanine. The differential pair output is connected to pins
80 and 81. Pin 1 is located at the bottom of the left side of the connector.
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2.5

Clock injection through the backplane

If we haven’t got any AMC13 to generate the clock, a mezzanine must be plugged
instead the AMC13 board to provide a clock to any AMC slot that needs it. AMC13 injects
the clock to every slot through its connector 2. The AMC13 (MCH) pinout can be found at
PICMG® Specification MTCA.0 R1.0 [6]. The figure 7 shows the mezzanine injecting a
clock signal to the AMC11 slot.

CLK

PIN 1

Figure 7: clock injection mezzanine. The differential pair input is connected to pins 80 and
81, driving clock to the AMC11 slot. Pin 1 is located at the bottom of the left side of the
connector.
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3.

Hardware description.

Figure 8: IPC board (front and rear view)

Single-ended clock from FPGA

OSCILLATOR

CLOCK
GENERATOR
4 diff-pair clocks

output diff-pair clock

I2C interface
FMC
HPC
TO ML605
Virtex-6
Evaluation
Board

x 12 low-speed links
6 X MPO
OPTICAL
TRANSMITTERS

3.3 V
REGULATOR

MULTI-GIGABIT
TRANSCEIVER
x 8 high-speed links
2.5 V
REGULATOR
To Bank 12

Figure 9: IPC block diagram.
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3.1

FMC HPC connector

The IPC board provides a VITA 57.1 FMC HPC (high pin count) connector (J1) that
allows to connect with the ML605 Virtex-6 Evaluation Board. The 10 x 40 rows of a FMC
HPC connector provides connectivity for:
• 72 differential signals routed to 6 MPO optical transmitters aimed to transmit data
up to 480 Mbps. Every transmitter provides 12 links.
• 1 Multi-Gigabit Transceiver (MGT) aimed to transmit data up to 1.6 Gbps. This
transceiver provides 8 high-speed links routed to a MPO optical transmitter.
• 4 MGT differential clocks.
• l single-ended clock.
• 2 I2C buses.
• Ground, 3.3 V.
• 2.5 V input to supply power to the bank 12 of the FPGA.

3.2

Optical transmitters

Both the high-speed and low-speed links are routed to seven MPO through the SNAP12 BGA sockets (U1 - U7). The MPO 1 to 6 are aimed to low-speed links and MPO 7 to
high-speed links. Every MPO can be enabled opening the corresponding switch at the DIP-7
switch (S1). When a MPO is enabled, a LED next to it (D1 – D7) will light yellow. Finally,
pressing the U81 button, all the MPO will be reset.

3.3

Clock generator.

The 8 high-speed signals transmitted to the MGT are provided by the GTX
transceivers of the FPGA. GTX transceivers are clustered together in a set of four called a
Quad, that share two differential reference clock pin pairs. Every quad can be connected up
to 2 external reference clocks.
The Si5338 (U17) is a high-performance, low-jitter clock generator capable of
synthesizing any frequency on each of the device's four output drivers. Each output clock is
independently configurable via an I2C interface [7].
The clock at the input stage can be provided by a 25 MHz crystal oscillator (OSC1),
by a differential-pair external clock plugged at P2 or by a PLL clock driven from the FPGA
through the FMC connector, figure 10. Also the input clock can be configurable via I2C.
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Figure 10: clock generation schematics.

3.4

I2C interface.

The ML605 Eval. Board has a multipurpose I2C bus (I2C_SCL/SDA) to host an
in-board 8Kb NV Memory, a DDR3 SODIMM Socket and an I2C slave device connected at
the FMC HPC connector. Nevertheless, a free I2C bus has been implemented through two
single-ended I/O FPGA pins (I2C_AUX_SCL/SDA) to provide more flexibility to the
system. The I2C bus connected to the Si5338 can be selected using some jumpers at P3,
figures 11 and 12.

Figure 11: I2C bus selection schematics.
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Figure 12: I2C bus selection layout.

(Note: the latest firmware versions compiled for RPC-links testing assumes that the
Si5338 I2C bus is connected at the auxiliary bus.)

3.5

2.5 V power supply mezzanine (IPC board v. 1.2).

In the earlier versions of the IPC board, only 3.3 V DC was supplied. However, it is
necessary to supply 2.5 V DC to the pins located at bank 12, so a mezzanine with a 2.5 V
regulator was added later, connecting its output to the pin K40 of the FMC connector (J1),
figure 13.

Figure 13: 2.5 V regulator mezzanine and its connection to FMC.
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3.6

Improvements in IPC board v. 1.3.

A new version of the IPC board is under development, including some improvements:
-

Integrated 2.5 V DC supply for pins at bank 12.
Added two holes for screw fitting of the FMC connector to the ML605 Eval.
Board.
Added 4 pairs of pins for probing or inject the MGTCLK signals
(MGTCLK0/1/2/3  P9/10/11/12).
Added 4 pairs of pins connected to FPGA multipurpose user I/O pins (P4). Now,
the CLK_PLL input of the Si5338 is also directly connected to pin P4-0(+).
Added 4 ground wires (P5, P6, P7, P8).
Added a copper region connected to 3.3 V layer to improve heat dissipation of the
3.3 V regulator.
Enhanced MPO footprints that allows to connect either a receiver or a transmitter
optical device.
Added 2 I2C I/O expanders for controlling and monitoring the MPOs via software.
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4.

Software description.

The IPC board has been used so far to test the performance of the TwinMux and
μROS boards. Basically, the tests consist in sending an established pattern from IPC card to
TwinMux/μROS through some optical links.

4.1

uHAL architecture.

All the devices installed at the µTCA crate (and also the IPC) implement IPBus
protocol, which provides control and monitoring using Ethernet infrastructure. IPBus
consists basically in a module included in the firmware to allow the communication between
the hardware and a PC running applications programmed by using uHAL libraries for C++
and Python, [8].
uHAL libraries include some functions to point to a defined connection file describing
the location of the hardware endpoint and protocol, and an address table describing its
memory layout, allowing registers read/write.
A configuration file is an XML file that contains the ID (a descriptive name given to
the board), the uri (protocol and location to access a target device in URI format) and the
address table file location in disk.
The MAC and IP addresses of the IPC are hard-coded in firmware with this values:
MAC: 02-0d-db-a1-15-9a
IP:
192.168.1.44
The address table is an XML file that contains a hierarchy of nodes that link a registry
address with an ID and other attributes as masks, permissions, comments … IPbus is an
A32/D32 bus, that is, it supports addresses up to 32 bits wide and data spaces up to 32 bits
wide.

4.2

Testing TwinMux for DT trigger.

4.2.1 Data formatting
TwinMux Board provide an input of 72 channels at 480 Mbps selected by plugging a
passive switch (“SW_ALL_LVDS”).
Every time a bunch crossing is generated (40 kHz), the TwinMux receives DT trigger
data from two sectors. Every sector contains 4 Muon Barrels (MB1, MB2, MB3, MB4). The
firmware block that receives trigger data from one MB is called station. Trigger data are
made up of a couple of 40-bit words (table 1) transmitted through 8 consecutive links, so
14

that, in a 40 kHz cycle, a 12-bit word is transmitted through every link
(start bit + 10-bit data + stop bit). Therefore, the link bandwidth will be 480 Mbps.

MB up
Phi radial
Phi bending
QUAL
FST
BC0
Parity
Calibration
CCB ok
Theta
BX 1-0

MB down
Phi radial
40-51
Phi bending
52-61
QUAL
62-64
FST
65
BC0
66
Parity
67
Calibration
68
CCB ok
69
Theta
70-77
BC0 Theta
78
Trigger
79

0-11
12-21
22-24
25
26
27
28
29
30-37
38-39

Table 1: Trigger data
Since data from MB up and MB down share the same format, a common pattern has
been used for both MB up and MB down. Thus, the firmware of the IPC FPGA has been
programmed in order to repeat a configurable pattern every 4 links.
The pattern consists in a 12-bit word for sending trigger data (1 start bit “1”+ 10 data
bits starting with D0 and ending with D9 + 1 stop bit “0”, table 2) followed by a configurable
number of IDLE words (1 start bit “1” + IDLE + 1 stop bit “0”). IDLE word is configured as
0x1F by default. The number of IDLEs has been set to 399 in order to achieve a 40 kHz
trigger rate.
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39

38

37

36

35

34

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

25

BX

Theta

CCBr

1

0x6B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

Cal P

26

24

BC0 FST

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

QUAL

Phibending

Phiradial bit

6

0x2F0

0xCAE

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0x16B

0x1A

0x3C3

0xAE

Link 3
Link 7
…

Link 2
Link 6
…

Link 1
Link 5
…

Link 0
Link 4
…

Table 2: Pattern definition.
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3

2

1

0

1

1

1

0

4.2.2 Clock source
Both TwinMux and IPC need a 40 MHz clock signal for its operation. AMC13
includes a feature for simulating a clock signal. To configure this, a loop cable must be
plugged between TTC SFP input and TTS SFP output and, in addition, the AMC13 must be
configured to run in loopback mode. In order to share the same clock signal, a mezzanine is
connected to any empty AMC slot (see section 2.4), so that the clock signal could be driven
from pins 80-81 of the AMC slot (FCLKA+/-) to the SMA connectors on ML605 Eval board
(J58  CLK+; J55  CLK-).
If no AMC13 were available, an external clock must be provided to IPC and TwinMux:



For IPC v. 1.2, the clock must be introduced through the SMA connectors on ML605
Eval board (J58  CLK+; J55  CLK-). In IPC v 1.3, the clock capable
differential-pair pins P0+/- can be used to inject the clock signal.
For providing an external clock source to TwinMux without AMC13, the signal must
be introduced through the backplane (see section 2.5).

4.2.3 Testing procedure at CIEMAT.
1. Provide a clock source to both IPC and TwinMux as descripted in the previous
section.
2. On the IPC board, select with S1 which transmitters you want to power on (pushed
to open = ON).
3. On the ML605 Eval. Board plug the USB cable to JTAG and the Ethernet cable.
4. Plug the TwinMux on slot 8 (other slots may need some changes in software).
5. Switch on the IPC power supply (5Volts @ approx. 1.5 Amps), the ML605 and the
µTCA crate.
6. Wait until the lower-right LED light of the TwinMux (TM7) is blue and pull and push
the black switch of the bottom part of the TwinMux.
7. Wait until the LED array lights and program the TM7 with the firmware:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/TM7_check_trigger.bit
8. Program the ML605 with the firmware:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/IPC_send_trigger.bit
9. Open a new terminal: (the following steps are included in an script file located at:
/home/ciemat/dtupy/IPC_trigger)
a. source ~/setup_mp7tests : configures python 2.7 and sets some environmental
paths.
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b. ~/dtupy/TM7_sw_repo/dtupy/python -i interactive_IPC_trigger.py [slot]:
launches the python file that loads tm7 and ipc objects, configures the IPC
with default values and defines some shortcut functions. If the argument slot
is not included, the code will take the default slot value “8”.
10. When using AMC13 clock source, run the following command to enable it:
>>> config_amc13_loopback_clock_to_all_slots()
Now, the LEDs on TM7 should be light as follows:
(from top to bottom) ON / ON / OFF / ON / blink / ON / ON / OFF
11. Run the following command to start the test:
>>> start_test()
This function execute some routines which are detailed below (no need to execute
them, only for informative purpose):
a. Read the status of ‘send’ IPC register. If ‘1’ (sending pattern), run ipc.send()
in order to send only IDLEs.
b. tm7.skip_check() : tells the TwinMux to skip the fine alignment after the idles
sequence is over.
c. tm7.arm() : prepares TM7 for receiving sync IDLE sequence for alignment.
Now, the LEDs should be light as follows:
(from top to bottom) OFF / ON / OFF / ON / blink / ON / ON / ON
d. ipc.send() : starts sending trigger pattern words.
e. tm7.pattern_check() : runs the trigger pattern check.

Then, the results of the test will be printed on screen:
The variable “locked" shows which links are receiving the correct pattern. It is a 10
bit vector with the LSB corresponding to station_1_up and the MSB to station_9_down. Also,
every “unlock_cnt” counts unlocks on every 4 links.
Every MPO (tagged as SN1 to SN6) receives data from one MB and a half and
transmits them to the related station according to the table 3:

Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Links from MPO
sn1 1-8
sn1 9-12 & sn2 1-4
sn2 5-12
sn3 1-8
sn4 1-8
sn3 9-12 & sn4 9-12
sn5 1-8
sn6 9-12 & sn5 1-4
sn6 5-12

Table 3: Links distribution.
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4.2.4 Useful commands.
>>> ipc.read (reg, mask):
IPBus read operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> ipc.write(reg, data, mask):
IPBus write operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> ipc.set_pattern(data_array):
Sets the pattern that is sent in each group of 4 links. Data_array is an array of 10-bitintegers with length of 4: [link1data, link2data, link3data, link4data]. If omitted, data_array
defaults to: [0xAE, 0x3C3, 0x1A, 0x16B]
>>> ipc.set_idle(data):
Sets the idle pattern; data should be a 10-bit integer (default = 0x1F).
>>> ipc.set_n_idles(num):
Sets the number of idles that are sent between patterns. num defaults to 399.
>>> ipc. send():
Toggles on/off the sending of the pattern.
>>> ipc. default_conf():
Calls functions set_pattern, set_idle and set_n_idles without arguments, so they are
configured with the default values.
>>> tm7.read(reg, mask):
IPBus read operation in register "reg" of TM7, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> tm7.write(reg, data, mask):
IPBus write operation in register "reg" of TM7, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> tm7.skip_check():
Tells the TwinMux to skip the fine alignment after the idles sequence is over.
>>> tm7.arm():
Prepares TM7 for receiving sync IDLE sequence for alignment.
>>> tm7.read_station(station):
Provides some useful information about the station selected by “station” argument.
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>>> tm7.pattern_check(reset_counters):
Runs the trigger pattern check. When optional argument reset_counters is set to ‘1’, the
unlock counters are reset.

4.2.5 Register map.
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9
0x0
0x1
0x8
0x9
0xA

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
rst

id
qual

phib

phi
bx

n_idles

Address
0x0
0x1
0x8

Node
ctrl_reg
patgen

0x9

patgen2

0xA

idle
send_pattern
n_idles

Subnode
rst
id
phi
phib
qual
fst
bc0
p
cal
ccbr
theta
bx

theta
sp

ccbr cal p

bc0 fst

idle

Description
When set to ‘1’, commits a global reset.
ID

Defines the trigger pattern.

Defines the 10 bits to form the idle pattern
0: send idles; 1: send pattern
Number of idles between pattern words

Table 4: IPC register map for testing DT trigger.

4.3

Testing TwinMux for RPC trigger.

4.3.1 Data formatting
TwinMux Board provides an input of 12 channels at 1.6 Gbps selected by plugging a passive
switch (“SW_ALL_GTH”). Although, IPC board can only send high-speed signals through
8 channels. The following table resumes the correlation between the Virtex-6 GTX ports of
the ML605 Eval. board and the Virtex-7 GTH ports of the TwinMux.
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Link
0
1
2
3
4
6
10
11

GTX at IPC
5
4
0
6
7
2
1
3

GTH at TM7
1
0
6
3
7
10
4
2

Table 5: IPC/TM7 GTX/GTH correlation.

Data is transmitted following the 8b/10b encoding. 8b/10b is a line code that maps
8-bit symbols to 10-bit symbols to achieve DC-balance and bounded disparity, and yet
provide enough state changes to allow reasonable clock recovery [9]. Standards also define
up to 12 special symbols (or control characters) that can be sent in place of a data symbol.
At least one of them (i.e. a "comma" symbol) needs to be used to define the alignment of the
10-bit symbols. They are usually referred as a “K” character.
Before sending a pattern, any number of IDLE words (commas) must be sent for
getting sync. The comma word is defined as 0xBCBCBCBC, marking all the 4 bytes as Kcharacter. Once the alignment has been achieved, the RPC test pattern can be sent. The RPC
test pattern is a loop of a hard-coded set of 512 words of 32 bits each one.

4.3.2 Clock sources
TwinMux needs a 40 MHz clock signal for its operation. The instructions for
providing it a 40 MHz clock has been detailed at section 4.2.2.
However, every GTX transceiver of the Virtex-6 FPGA (IPC) needs a reference clock
to operate. One reference clock input can be shared among a group of 8 consecutives GTX
transceivers (or among 4 non-consecutives GTX transceivers). The reference clock is
generated by the Si5338 clock generator. This device can distribute four independent
differential-pair clock signals. The firmware programmed to generate RPC patterns drives
the output 0 from Si5338 (MGTCLK0) to the GTX 0 to 3, and the output 1 (MGTCLK1) to
the GTX 4 to 7. To transmit a 32-bit pattern (40-bit using 8b/10b codification) at 1.6 Gbps,
GTX needs a 400 MHz clock reference, so the Si5338 must be configured to provide it from
one of its inputs (external clock, FPGA PLL clock, oscillator).
As seen at section 3.6, the version 1.3 of the IPC board includes 4 pairs of pins
connected to the 4 outputs of the Si5338. So that, they can be used to probe the signals that
the Si5338 drives to the FPGA. Also, they can be used to inject externally generated
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400 MHz clock signals. In this case, the Si5338 outputs must be configured as disabled and
in a Hi-Z state (registers 230, 110, 114, 118 and 122 of the Si5338).

4.3.3 Configuring the Si5338.
To configure the Si5338, a file containing the register map is needed. The software
from Silicon Labs, ClockBuilder Desktop, allows to easily generate that file. This is an .h
C++ header file that contains, among other information, an array with all the register
addresses, register values and write masks following the format:
{Reg_addr,Reg_Val,Reg_Mask}
Every time the Si5338 is powered on, it must be entirely configured. The python
function ipc.clock_conf runs a set of routines needed to configure the Si5338 with the
parameters given by the .h configuration file. Once configured, it is possible to write on the
registers to change some parameters. Some parameters can be changed easily using some
python functions descripted at the next section. Nevertheless, the Si5338 Reference
Manual [10] contains all the information needed to configure it writing directly on its
registers (using the function ipc.clock_write).

4.3.4 Testing procedure at CIEMAT.
1. Provide a clock source to both IPC and TwinMux as descripted in the previous
sections.
2. On the IPC board, power on MPO7 transmitter with S1 switch (push ‘7’ to open =
ON). Assure that the jumper at P3 is set on I2C AUX.
3. On the ML605 Eval. Board plug the USB cable to JTAG and the Ethernet cable.
4. Plug the TwinMux on any slot.
5. Switch on the IPC power supply (5Volts @ approx. 1.5 Amps), the ML605 and the
µTCA crate.
6. Wait until the lower-right LED light of the TwinMux (TM7) is blue and pull and push
the black switch of the bottom part of the TwinMux.
7. Wait until the LED array lights and program the TM7 with the firmware:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/TM7_test_RPC.bit
8. Program the ML605 with the firmware:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/IPC_test_RPC.bit
9. Open a new terminal: (the following steps are included in an script file located at:
/home/ciemat/dtupy/IPC_RPC)
a. source ~/setup_mp7tests : configures python 2.7 and sets some environmental
paths.
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b. ~/dtupy/TM7_sw_repo/dtupy/python -i interactive_IPC_RPC.py: launches
the python file that loads tm7 and ipc objects, configures the IPC with default
values and defines some shortcut functions.
10. Run Xilinx chipscope tool and load the chipscope project:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/IPC_test_RPC.bit

11. The main signals shown are:
a. aligned: shows if it has found the correct sequence.
b. error: if there is an error in the sequence.
c. error_cnt: just a counter of errors.
d. word_cnt: how many words correctly received.

12. The main controls are:
a. Mux_sel: that allows to select the channel whose signals are shown.
b. cpll_reset: resets the cpll to resync.
c. The signal twoB_swap that is used to invert the two couple of bytes in the 32
bit word received. This is because RPC uses as comma the word
x"50BC50BC" that doesn't allow the receiver to understand which actually is
the start of the word.

4.3.5 Useful commands.
>>> ipc.read (reg, mask):
IPBus read operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> ipc.write(reg, data, mask):
IPBus write operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address"""
>>> ipc.continous_mode():
Enables/disables continuous mode. In continuous mode, either idles or pattern are send.
In non-continuous mode, it sends a loop of n_idles + n_ram.
>>> ipc.set_idle(data):
Sets the idle pattern in non-continuous mode; data should be a 32-bit integer (default =
0xBCBCBCBC). In continuous mode, idle (comma) is always 0xBCBCBCBC;
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>>> ipc.set_k_character(k):
4-bit word that defines which bytes of idle word contains a K character
>>> ipc.send():
In continuous mode, toggles on/off the sending of the pattern.
>>> ipc.set_n_idles(num):
Sets the number of idles that are sent between patterns in non-continuous mode. num
defaults to 1.
>>> ipc.set_n_ram(num):
Sets the number of pattern words in RAM that are sent between idles in non-continuous
mode. num defaults to 512.
>>> ipc.default_conf():
Configures the Si5338 with a 40 MHz external input clock and a 400 MHz output clock,
sets some default values and enables continuous mode sending commas.
>>> ipc.clock_read(reg, display = 0):
Reads the Si5338 register given by “reg”. When optional parameter display is set to '1',
it prints the data on screen following the format:
Reg. reg_number : data(decimal) data(hexadecimal) data(binary)
>>> ipc.clock_write(reg,data,mask=0xFF):
Writes “data” to Si5338 register given by “reg”. Optional parameter mask defaults to
0xFF
>>> ipc.clock_parses (regmap_path =
"/home/ciemat/dtupy/TM7_sw_repo_180/dtupy/Si5338_register_map.h"):
Parses the c++ header file located at the optional path containing the Si5338 register
map and creates the object ipc.parsed.
>>> ipc.clock_map(reg_ini = 0,reg_end = 347,check_wrong_values = 0)
Displays the register map between reg_ini and reg_end (def. values = 0 to 347). If
optional parameter check_wrong_values = 1, it compares the register map with the register
parsed from configuration data file.
>>> ipc.clock_conf(regmap_path=""):
Configures the Si5338 with the register map file given by ipc.parsed.
>>> ipc.clock_params():
Shows some Si5338 parameters.
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>>> ipc.clock_output(fin):
Returns the frequency in MHz defined for each Si5338 output clock given the input
frequency by fin in MHz.
>>> ipc.clock_ms_config(fin,clk,fout):
Configures the register values in order to obtain a “fout” frequency in MHz at “clk”
Si5338 output clock given an input frequency by “fin” in MHz.

4.3.6 Register map.
31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9
0x0
0x1
0x2
0x4
0x5

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
rst

id
r/w

sp cm

Address
0x0
0x1
0x2

Node
ctrl_reg
i2c

Subnode
rst
id
reg_add
data
r/w
idle
charisk

0x9

gtx

data

idle
n_ram

nidles
nram
cm
sp

reg_add
n_idles

charisk

Description
When set to ‘1’ commits a global reset.
ID
I2C slave registry address [7:0]
Data to write [7:0]
0 = read; 1 = write
4-byte word sent to gtx.
Indicates which bytes of the idle must be
considered as a K character
Number of IDLES between patterns in noncontinuous run
Number of entries that has the pattern stored in
RAM.
Enables the continuous mode.
Starts to send pattern.

Table 6: IPC register map for testing RPC triggers.

4.4

Sending readout events with IPC.

4.4.1 Data formatting
The purpose of this test is to simulate the readout events generated by ROB board.
ROB link goes at 240 Mbps (each byte clocked at 20 MHz). The link follows the
DS92LV1021 National Instruments protocol [11] and thus encodes each 10 bits in one 12
bits word (1 bit START=1 and 1 bit STOP=0).
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Each 10 bits correspond to one byte of data plus 1 bit of “parity” and one bit of “valid
data”. If “valid data” is ‘0’, the data has no meaning, usually the word sent should be an IDLE
code, if valid data is ‘1’, it is one of the event words. Parity is ‘1’ if the number of 1´s in the
byte is odd, and vice versa (XOR of the bits).
Every event is encapsulated in a ROB header and a ROB trailer. The ROB header is
a 32-bit word like 0x0FnnnFEA, where nnn are the 12 bits to code the event counter, and the
ROB trailer is coded as 0x1Fnnn012 as well. At every event, the event counter will be
increased by one.
The event data consists of 16 words of 32 bits. Between them, an 8-bit IDLE word
(0x0F) is sent, including the word after the ROB header and before the ROB trailer. These
16 words can be configured via software. By default, they are configured as follows:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

0x40300508
0x60005000
0x41E04900
0x411053c0
0x41e053c8
0x411853c0
0x41e853c0
0x41085504
0x41f053c8
0x41105644
0x42000708
0x43605664
0x63004000
0x43885668
0x43B05660
0x4358565c

hit noise tdc 0 ch 6 322 counts
tdc error
hit phi tdc=1 ch=28 hittime=0d4672 ns=3650
hit phi tdc=1 ch=2 hittime=0d5360 ns=4187
hit phi tdc=1 ch=28 hittime=0d5362 ns=4189
hit phi tdc=1 ch=3 hittime=0d5360 ns=4187
hit phi tdc=1 ch=29 hittime=0d5360 ns=4187
hit phi tdc=1 ch=1 hittime=0d5441 ns=4250
hit phi tdc=1 ch=30 hittime=0d5362 ns=4189
hit phi tdc=1 ch=2 hittime=0d5521 ns=4313
hit noise tdc 2 ch 0 counts 450
hit theta tdc=3 ch=12 hittime=0d5529 ns=4319
tdc error
hit theta tdc=3 ch=17 hittime=0d5530 ns=4320
hit theta tdc=3 ch=22 hittime=0d5528 ns=4318
hit theta tdc=3 ch=11 hittime=0d5527 ns=4317
Table 7: DT readout pattern.

Between events, a particular number of idles are sent. This number depends on the
event rate one wants to have, that can be calculated using the following expression:
𝑛𝐼𝐷𝐿𝐸 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡(

20 000 000
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞

where freq is the desired frequency in Hz.
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− 89);

All the links from IPC send the same pattern data. Data bits are sent as follows: firstly
the start bit, next the data/IDLE LSB to the MSB, the parity bit, the valid data bit and, finally,
the stop bit.

4.4.2 Clock source
Although the bytes are sent with a frequency of 20 MHz, IPC needs a 40 MHz clock
signal to generate the 20 MHz clock. The instructions for providing a 40 MHz clock to the
IPC has been detailed at section 4.2.2.

4.4.3 Testing procedure at CIEMAT.
1. Provide a clock source to IPC as descripted in section 4.2.2.
2. On the IPC board, select with S1 which transmitters you want to power on (pushed
to open = ON).
3. On the ML605 Eval. Board plug the USB cable to JTAG and the Ethernet cable.
4. Switch on the IPC power supply (5Volts @ approx. 1.5 Amps), the ML605 and the
µTCA crate if AMC13 clock needed.
5. Program the FPGA with the firmware located at:
/home/ciemat/Proyectos/cms/upgrade/IPC_fw/IPC_RO_event_gen.bit
6. Open a new terminal: (the following steps are included in an script file located at:
/home/ciemat/dtupy/RO_event_gen)
a. cd /home/ciemat # (go to the folder where is located the file “setup_mp7tests")
b. . setup_mp7tests # (set some environment paths)
c. cd ~/dtupy/TM7_sw_repo/dtupy/
d. python -i interactive_RO_event_gen.py
7. If a clock signal from AMC13 is needed, run the following command:
>>> config_amc13_loopback_clock_to_all_slots()

4.4.4. Useful commands.
>>> ipc.read (reg, mask):
IPBus read operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> ipc.write(reg, data, mask):
IPBus write operation in register "reg" of IPC, which may be a textual register or an
address. Optional argument mask is only used with a numerical address.
>>> ipc.send():
Toggles on/off the sending of the event.
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>>> ipc.set_freq(frequency) :
Sets the frequency at which events are sent in Hz.
>>> ipc.set_pattern(path to data file) :
Configure the registers with the values contained in the data file. (Note: the data file is
a plain text file containing 16 rows of 32-bit words in hex (ex: 0XC0CAC0lA).
>>> ipc.event_rst() : Resets the event number counter.

4.4.5 Register map.

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9
0x0
0x1
0x2
0x3
0x10
0x11

8

7

6

5

4

3

id
er sp

idle

n_idles
DATA
DATA
…
DATA

…
0x1F

Address
0x0
0x1
0x2
0x3
0x10
…
0x1F

Node
ctrl_reg

ctrl

data

Subnode
rst
id
idle
sp
er
n_idles
reg0
…
reg15

Description
When set to ‘1’ commits a global reset.
ID
Defines the IDLE pattern.
Sends pattern: 0=off, 1=on
Resets event counter: 0=off, 1=on
Sets the number of idles between events.
Event data.

Table 8: IPC register map for sending readout data.
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2

1

0
rst
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